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Voice segregation by difference in fundamental frequency:
Evidence for harmonic cancellation
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Two experiments investigated listeners’ ability to use a difference of two semitones in fundamental

frequency (F0) to segregate a target voice from harmonic complex tones, with speech-like spectral

profiles. Masker partials were in random phase (experiment 1) or in sine phase (experiment 2) and

stimuli were presented over headphones. Target’s and masker’s harmonicity were each distorted by

F0 modulation and reverberation. The F0 of each source was manipulated (monotonized or modu-

lated by 2 semitones at 5 Hz) factorially. In addition, all sources were presented from the same

location in a virtual room with controlled reverberation, assigned factorially to each source. In both

experiments, speech reception thresholds increased by about 2 dB when the F0 of the masker was

modulated and increased by about 6 dB when, in addition to F0 modulation, the masker was rever-

berant. Masker partial phases did not influence the results. The results suggest that F0-segregation

relies upon the masker’s harmonicity, which is disrupted by rapid modulation. This effect is com-

pounded by reverberation. In addition, F0-segregation was found to be independent of the depth of

masker envelope modulations.VC 2011 Acoustical Society of America. [DOI: 10.1121/1.3643812]

PACS number(s): 43.66.Dc, 43.55.Hy [CJP] Pages: 2855–2865

I. INTRODUCTION

It is known that a difference in fundamental frequency

(DF0) between simultaneous speech messages facilitates

intelligibility of a target voice. Brokx and Nooteboom (1982)

resynthesized speech recordings of two voices from a linear

predictive coding analysis, so that they controlled the funda-

mental frequency (F0) contour of each sentence. Whether

those voices were monotonized or intonated, words spoken

by competing voices with different F0s (or different mean

F0s for the intonated voices) were reported more accurately

than those spoken with the same F0. The larger the DF0, the

lower the percentage in errors in reporting words, except in

the monotonized case when the DF0 equalled one octave.

These results led to the idea that harmonicity must be

involved in the segregation of concurrent voices by F0.

The “voiced” parts of speech, which are harmonic, are

the vowels and the sonorant consonants such as /m/, /w/, and

/r/. Simultaneous competing vowels were consequently often

chosen as experimental stimuli to investigate the role of

harmonicity underlying the DF0 effect. Nevertheless, the

improvement in recognition with DF0 is somewhat different

for steady-state vowels than for spoken speech. In several

experiments, recognition of simultaneous vowels increased

when DF0 increased up to about one semitone and asymp-

toted for larger DF0s (Scheffers, 1983; Summerfield and

Assmann, 1991; Culling and Darwin, 1993).

A. Models of DF0 effect

The mechanisms underlying the DF0 effect have been a

matter of controversy. One approach was a strategy guided

by the identification of competing F0s (Scheffers, 1983; Ass-

mann and Summerfield, 1990). Whether F0s were identified

via a place mechanism, like a harmonic sieve (Parsons,

1976; Scheffers, 1983; Assmann and Summerfield, 1990), or

via a place-time mechanism, like autocorrelation (Licklider,

1951; Assmann and Summerfield, 1990), competing F0s

were both identified and vowels were then classified by a

template-matching procedure. The performance of place

models depended critically on the resolution of spectral anal-

ysis. Frequency selectivity of the peripheral auditory system

estimated by Moore and Glasberg (1983) did not appear to

be sufficiently fine for such models to predict accurately the

data on DF0 effects. Consistently, Assmann and Summer-

field (1990) showed that place-time models were better than

place models at predicting the data, but still failed to show

progressive improvement in identification with DF0.

In a second approach, also using autocorrelation, chan-

nels were segregated into two groups on the basis of the F0

of the first vowel only; the second vowel was identified from

all remaining channels (Meddis and Hewitt, 1992). It might

take some time for the auditory system to perform this chan-

nel separation, which might explain a smaller improvement

in identification for 50-ms than for 200-ms double-vowel

stimuli (Assmann and Summerfield, 1990, 1994, Culling and

Darwin, 1993). This channel separation procedure succeeded

in predicting the progressive improvement with DF0.

The idea that listeners could switch from one subset of

harmonics to another by somehow inhibiting a dominant set
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led to a third approach. In the classic double-vowel para-

digm, the two vowels were mutually masking each other and

listeners were asked to report the two vowels correctly. The

question arose as to whether harmonicity of the target vowel

(harmonic enhancement), or the interfering vowel (harmonic

cancellation) or both, underpinned the DF0 effect. Two

experiments (de Cheveigné et al., 1995; Summerfield and

Culling, 1992) showed that it made no difference whether a

target was harmonic or inharmonic, but performance was

much better if the interfering vowel was harmonic than if it

was inharmonic. In a similar approach, Lea (1992) showed

that a noise-excited vowel was more accurately identified

than a harmonic vowel when they were presented simultane-

ously. The auditory system thus appears to segregate vowels

by exploiting the harmonic structure of the interfering vowel

in order to suppress it, the remaining vowel becoming more

intelligible through the removal of this interfering vowel.

This idea has been formalised as the harmonic cancellation

mechanism (de Cheveigné et al., 1997). The improvement

with DF0 of the identification of weak targets, at target-to-

masker ratio (TMR) up to �20 dB, was consistent with such

a process, since the estimation of the target’s F0 is made dif-

ficult while that of the interferer is facilitated.

The present experiments investigated further whether

harmonicity of the target source or harmonicity of the com-

peting source was most relevant in F0-guided segregation

occurring in cocktail-party situations (Cherry, 1953). Since

an inharmonic voice is a highly artificial stimulus, inharmo-

nicity was produced by simulating natural environments

where voices are no longer strictly harmonic: F0 modulation

can blur harmonicity and reverberation exacerbates this

effect, as explained below.

B. Detrimental effect of F0 modulation

The cancellation mechanism must have a limited tem-

poral resolution beyond which dynamic harmonic masking

stimuli cease to be effectively cancelled. In the spectral

domain, the effect of F0 modulation would be to blur the

representation of the F0 in the masker’s excitation pattern.

In the time domain, there must be some finite time window

over which neural discharges are integrated, and F0 move-

ment during this window will distort the information

therein. In either case, the auditory system may require

some time to identify the masker’s F0 such that the tuning

of the cancellation mechanism lags the actual F0 at any

given moment. When the masker’s periodicity changes over

time, cancellation should thus be suboptimal to some extent.

Note that cancellation may also be useless if the stimulus

has stopped by the time the masker periodicity has been

identified, thereby also accounting partly for the duration

effect observed in double-vowels (McKeown and Patterson,

1995). Thus, when the rate of F0 modulation exceeds the

temporal resolution of cancellation, the stimuli cannot be

cancelled as effectively as they would be if they were

steady. Culling et al. (1994) measured double-vowels recog-

nition and showed that F0 modulation of62 semitones at

5 Hz reduced the DF0 benefit by 6 dB in anechoic condi-

tions (experiment 3).

C. Detrimental effect of reverberation combined
with F0 modulation

Reverberation adds delayed copies of the direct sound.

The reflections are delayed by their path between walls of

the room, so reflected sounds always arrive later than the

direct sound. If the F0 is constant over time, the reflections

bring the same F0 as the direct sound, but if the F0 varies

over time, then the listener’s ear simultaneously receives the

F0s of the direct sound and of the various reflections. Har-

monic cancellation would presumably suffer from the pres-

ence of a masker with several F0s. In Culling et al. (1994),

the DF0 benefit was reduced by 10 dB in reverberant com-

pared to anechoic conditions for an F0 modulation of62

semitones at 5 Hz, while reverberation had no effect when

vowels were monotonized (experiment 3).

D. The present experiments

In Culling et al. (1994), F0 modulation of the two vow-

els was varied together, as was reverberation, leaving it

uncertain whether this effect was due to modulation of the

target’s F0, of the masker’s F0 or of both. Thus, the first aim

of the present study was to determine whether segregation of

a voice by F0 relied primarily on harmonicity of the target

voice or on harmonicity of the masker. Given the results

aforementioned (Lea, 1992; de Cheveigné et al., 1995,

1997), harmonicity of the masker was expected to be most

relevant. The second experiment replicated the design of the

first, but changed the phase relationships between masker

partials from random to sine phase. The phase relationships

between partials of a complex can dramatically change the

outputs of broad basal filters in which many partials interact,

but changes little the output of apical filters resolving indi-

vidual partials. Therefore, discrepancies in the results of the

two experiments would be informative regarding the relative

roles of spectral regions in the expected effect of masker’s

harmonicity.

II. GENERAL EXPERIMENTAL METHOD

A. Listeners

Sixteen listeners took part in experiment 1 and 16 differ-

ent listeners took part in experiment 2. They were all under-

graduate students, aged between 20 and 30 years old, who

were paid for their participation. All listeners reported nor-

mal hearing and English as their first language. None of

them were familiar with the sentences used during the test.

Each listener attended a single experimental session that

lasted between 60 and 80 minutes, depending on how fast

the listener typed his responses.

B. Stimuli and conditions

Depending on the type of stimuli used in the literature,

several other mechanisms have been shown to contribute to

the DF0 effect. The improvement in vowel recognition

occurs for such small values of DF0 that waveform interac-

tions due to the beating of close partials can play an addi-

tional role (Assmann and Summerfield, 1990, 1994; Culling
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and Darwin, 1994). The choice of speech as target stimuli

was expected to remove any role played by waveform inter-

actions in the present experiments. In addition, when a target

sentence is masked by another sentence, listeners might con-

fuse which sentence they should listen to, and switch

between them, a form of informational masking. However,

listeners are very good at using a variety of cues to overcome

this attentional problem, an ability termed streaming. The

choice of complex tones as maskers was expected to prevent

streaming by F0 under the assumption that speech and tone

were sufficiently different to be unconfusable.

The maskers were created from broadband random-

phase (experiment 1) or sine-phase (experiment 2) harmonic

complexes, based on a 110-Hz F0. The F0 was either fixed

or sinusoidally modulated by62 semitones at 5 Hz. For the

fixed F0 condition, the monotonized complex was filtered

with a linear-phase FIR filter designed to match the average

excitation pattern of 16 sentences, monotonized at 110 Hz

(the masker F0). For the modulated F0 condition, the com-

plex was filtered with a FIR filter designed to match the av-

erage excitation pattern of the 16 sentences, F0-modulated

around 110 Hz. The spectral profile of the monotonized com-

plex was similar to the excitation pattern of a single mono-

tonized sentence, except that it was shifted two semitones

lower. The spectral profile of the F0-modulated complex had

smoother peaks due to modulation of the harmonic structure

averaged over time. The presence of low-order partials

resulted in a salient pitch. For convenience, this speech-

shaped harmonic complex is hereafter referred to as “buzz.”

The corpus of sentences comes from the Harvard Sen-

tence List (IEEE, 1969). The anechoic recordings of the

male voice DA, made at MIT, were used as the basis of all

target stimuli. The sentences have low predictability and

each has five keywords which we highlight with capitals.

For instance, one sentence used in the current experiment

was “the PEARL was WORN in a THIN SILVER RING.”

The sentences were manipulated using the PRAAT PSOLA

speech analysis and resynthesis package, which calculated

the F0 contour for each sentence and resynthesized the sen-

tence with a specified F0 throughout. The mean F0 of the tar-

get sentences was higher than that of the maskers by two

semitones (123.5 Hz). The modulation widths of the target

sentences were 0 or62 semitones. F0 modulation was in

phase with that of the buzz maskers when they occurred to-

gether (in 4 of 16 conditions). All maskers were longer than

all target sentences so that every target word was potentially

masked. Onset asynchrony (Darwin and Ciocca, 1992;

Ciocca and Darwin, 1993) is known to be a powerful cue to

auditory grouping and so will contribute to the perceptual

segregation of speech from buzz. The onsets of the masking

complexes preceded those of the speech only by the leading

silence left after editing of the speech stimuli; the differences

were mainly in offset. Nonetheless, this cue will occur simi-

larly for all experimental conditions, leaving the effects

observed between conditions unaffected. The monotonized

speech sounded like a robotic voice, whereas the F0-

modulated speech sounded rather like an old man’s voice.

Thus, both F0 manipulations disrupted the normal intonation

contour of the original sentences.

Reverberation was added using the image (ray-tracing)

method (Allen and Berkley, 1979; Peterson, 1986) as imple-

mented in the |WAVE signal processing package (Culling,

1996). The virtual room and source/receiver configuration

was identical to that of Culling et al. (1994). The room had

dimensions 5 m long� 3.2 m wide� 2.5 m high and virtual

sources were 2 m from the receivers (Fig. 1). The two

receivers, separated by 18 cm, were placed along an axis

rotated at 25
�

from the plane parallel to the 5-m wall, on ei-

ther side of a center point located 1.2 m from the 5-m wall

and 2 m from the 3.2-m wall. Reverberation adds irregular

perturbations to the stimulus spectrum, known as room colo-

ration. These perturbations were removed using a further

FIR filter as part of a package of energetic equalization

measures (see the Appendix). The receivers were modeled

as omnidirectional microphones suspended in space with no

head between them. The head-shadow and pinna effects gen-

erated by use of a dummy head would have produced

another spectral coloration, but, since such effects were all

removed from the final stimuli (see the Appendix), there was

no point in including them in the room model. Absorption

coefficients for the internal surfaces of the room were all 0.3

for the reverberant room, giving a direct-to-reverberant ratio

of �8.56 dB and �8.60 dB for the left-ear and right-ear

impulse responses, respectively (high-pass filtered above

20 Hz). For the anechoic room, the coefficients were all set

to 1, giving an infinite direct-to-reverberant ratio. Binaural

stimuli were produced by generating the impulse responses

for the two receivers in virtual space and convolving the

speech samples with these two impulse responses.

F0 modulation of the target and the buzz was controlled

orthogonally: (i) masker and target both monotonized, (ii)

masker and target both modulated, (iii) masker monotonized

and target modulated, (iv) masker modulated and target

monotonized. Reverberation on the target and the masker

was also controlled orthogonally: (i) masker and target both

anechoic, (ii) masker and target both reverberant, (iii)

masker anechoic and target reverberant, (iv) masker rever-

berant and target anechoic. The two experiments had there-

fore sixteen different conditions, covering two target

modulations (0 versus62 semitones), two masker modula-

tions, two target rooms (anechoic versus reverberant), and

two masker rooms. DF0 was constant at two semitones. Each

FIG. 1. Spatial configuration and virtual room considered in the two

experiments.
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of 160 target sentences was manipulated in four conditions

(2 target modulations� 2 target rooms), creating 640 target

stimuli. Four masking buzz stimuli were created (2 masker

modulations� 2 masker rooms). All complex maskers and

initial target stimuli (before changes in TMR by the adaptive

procedure) were presented at a level of 69 dB SPL (see the

Appendix).

C. Procedure

The experimental session began with two practice runs

using unprocessed speech presented diotically and masked

by diotic buzz, in order to familiarize listeners with the

task. The following 16 runs measured speech reception

thresholds (SRTs), one for each of the 16 experimental

conditions. While sentence materials remained in the same

order for all listeners, the pseudorandom order of the con-

ditions was rotated for successive listeners. Thus, across a

group of 16 listeners, a complete rotation of the conditions

was achieved: all sentences contributed equally to each

condition, and effects of order and materials were

counterbalanced.

SRTs were measured using a one-up/one-down adapta-

tive threshold method (Plomp and Mimpen, 1979). In this

method, an individual measurement is made by presenting

ten target sentences one after another, each one against the

same masker. The TMR was initially very low (�32 dB) and

in the initial phase, listeners had the opportunity to listen to

the first sentence a number of times, each time with a 4-dB

increase in TMR. When they believed that they could first

hear about half the words of the target sentence, listeners

were instructed to attempt to type a transcript of the first sen-

tence. The correct transcript was then displayed on a com-

puter monitor, with five key words in capitals, and the

listener self-marked how many key words he or she got cor-

rect. Subsequent target sentences were presented only once

and self-marked in a similar manner; the level of the target

speech was decreased by 2 dB if the listener had correctly

identified three or more of the five key words or else

increased by 2 dB. Measurement of each SRT was taken as

the mean TMR at the last eight trials.

D. Equipment

A computer monitor was visible outside the booth win-

dow for trial-by-trial feedback and a keyboard was inside for

transcript responses. Signals were sampled at 20 kHz and

16 bits, digitally mixed, D/A converted by a 24-bit Edirol

UA-20 sound card and amplified by a MTR HPA-2 Head-

phone Amplifier. They were presented binaurally to listeners

over Sennheiser HD650 headphones in a single-walled IAC

sound-attenuating booth within a sound-treated room.

III. EXPERIMENT 1. RANDOM-PHASE BUZZ
MASKERS

A. Rationale

According to each theory, harmonic enhancement or

harmonic cancellation, some predictions can be made. If the

benefit of a two-semitones DF0 between a target male voice

and a buzz masker was due to harmonic enhancement, then

it should be disrupted primarily for a reverberant modulated

target, to a smaller extent for an anechoic modulated target

and it should be intact for a monotonized target (anechoic or

reverberant), regardless of the masker conditions. If the ben-

efit was due to harmonic cancellation, then it should be dis-

rupted primarily for a reverberant modulated masker, to a

smaller extent for an anechoic modulated masker and it

should be intact for a monotonized masker (anechoic or

reverberant), regardless of the target conditions. The first

experiment tested these two predictions.

B. Results

Figure 2 presents the mean SRTs measured in experiment

1. A repeated-measures analysis of variance with four within-

subject factors (target modulation�masker modulation

� target room�masker room) was conducted in order to

determine the influence of each factor on SRT. There was no

main effect of the target modulation [F(1,15)¼ 0.8, p> 0.05].

There was a main effect of the masker modulation: mean

SRTs were lower (i.e., better performance) when the masker

was monotonized rather than modulated [F(1,15)¼ 151.4,

p< 0.0001]. There was a main effect of the target room:

FIG. 2. Mean speech reception thresholds for the condi-

tions where the target voice and the random-phase buzz

masker were separated by a two-semitones DF0 and

modulated factorially. Reverberation was also applied

factorially to the target (empty versus filled symbols) and

to the masker (triangles versus squares). Lower thresh-

olds indicate greater intelligibility. Errors bars show61

standard error of the mean over the 16 listeners.
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mean SRTs were lower when the target was anechoic than

reverberant [F(1,15)¼ 99.8, p< 0.0001]. There was also a

main effect of the masker room: mean SRTs were lower

when the masker was anechoic than reverberant [F(1,15)

¼ 26.1, p< 0.0001]. Mean SRTs were averaged across target

room and modulation (circles of Fig. 3) and across masker

room and modulation (circles of Fig. 4) as a direct test of the

predictions of harmonic cancellation and enhancement. As

shown in Fig. 3, the masker room and masker modulation

interacted strongly [F(1,15)¼ 50.7, p< 0.0001]. Target

modulation and masker modulation also showed a modest

interaction [F(1,15)¼ 12.5, p< 0.01], as illustrated in Fig. 5

(circles). No other interaction was significant.

C. Discussion

1. Harmonic cancellation

Figures 3 and 4 directly compared the predictions of har-

monic cancellation and harmonic enhancement. In Fig. 3

(circles), mean SRTs were the lowest for the monotonized

masker, increased by 2 or 3 dB for an anechoic F0-modulated

masker and increased by 6 dB for a reverberant F0-modulated

masker. The results were fully consistent with the harmonic

cancellation theory. Cancellation of the harmonic structure

based on the masker’s F0 is likely to underlie the benefit that

listeners gain from a two-semitones DF0 between voice and

buzz maskers. In anechoic conditions, with a 5-Hz rate of F0

modulation and a62-semitones width, the temporal resolu-

tion of the cancellation mechanism might be a little too slug-

gish to follow this rate of F0 modulation; the harmonicity of

the buzz is blurred and the buzz cannot be cancelled as effec-

tively as when it is monotonized, i.e. purely harmonic, result-

ing in a 2–3 dB elevation in SRTs. In reverberation, the F0

modulation provides the cancellation mechanism with many

simultaneous F0s for the same buzz masker and therefore can-

cellation of an F0-modulated masker is further impaired under

reverberation, resulting in a 6 dB elevation in SRTs. Note that

in conditions where one source was F0-modulated while the

other was monotonized, the competing F0s were alternately

closer and further apart. However, SRTs were not elevated

when the masker was monotonized and the target F0-

modulated. So, the simple effect of F0 modulation of the

masker was presumably not due to a fluctuation of instantane-

ous DF0s.

The harmonic enhancement theory predicted that loss of

intelligibility should occur when the target became inhar-

monic, e.g., when the target was F0-modulated in reverbera-

tion. The data showed that this was not the case: There was

no interaction between target room and modulation, as

shown in Fig. 4 (circles). The meaning of the interaction,

illustrated in Fig. 5 (circles), between the target modulation

and masker modulation remains unclear. Somehow, an F0-

modulated voice was easier to understand when the masker

was itself F0-modulated, but harder to understand when the

masker was monotonized. In any case, this was a weak

interaction.

2. Degradation of target speech

In all conditions, intelligibility suffered when target

speech was subject to reverberation, resulting in a 2-dB ele-

vation of SRTs in the present data, as illustrated in Fig. 4.

Degradation of target speech in reverberation should be

expected independent from harmonicity effects; it can occur

FIG. 3. Mean speech reception thresholds for the conditions where F0 mod-

ulation and reverberation were applied factorially to the buzz masker, aver-

aged across all target configurations. The masker had random-phase partials

in experiment 1 (circles) or sine-phase partials in experiment 2 (triangles).

FIG. 4. Mean speech reception thresholds for the conditions where F0 modu-

lation and reverberation were applied factorially to the target speech, aver-

aged across all masker configurations. The masker had random-phase partials

in experiment 1 (circles) or sine-phase partials in experiment 2 (triangles).

FIG. 5. Mean speech reception thresholds for the conditions where F0 mod-

ulation was applied factorially to the masker and to the target, averaged

across all room configurations. The masker had random-phase partials in

experiment 1 (circles) or sine-phase partials in experiment 2 (triangles).
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even without any masker, and reflects the loss of amplitude

modulation of the target due to reverberation. It is related to

speech intelligibility indices, like the speech transmission

index (Steeneken and Houtgast, 1980; Houtgast and Stee-

neken, 1985).

IV. EXPERIMENT 2: SINE-PHASE BUZZ MASKERS

A. Rationale

As an alternative to harmonic cancellation, there is

another possible explanation why harmonic sounds are less

effective maskers than inharmonic sounds: Harmonic com-

plexes might have within-channel temporal envelopes that

are more modulated than inharmonic complexes. This enve-

lope modulation could allow listeners to “listen in the dips”

within each cycle of the fundamental period. In order to vis-

ualize these envelopes at different places along the basilar

membrane (BM), the masker stimuli were passed through a

simulation of rounded-exponential auditory filters with level

dependency based on the data of Glasberg and Moore

(1990), and with realistic phase responses based on the data

of Oxenham and Dau (2001). Figure 6 shows the filtered

waveforms at 2, 4, and 6 kHz for the anechoic (left panel) or

reverberant (right panel) random-phase buzz masker used in

experiment 1: the filtered envelopes are not strongly modu-

lated. In contrast, Fig. 7 shows the filtered waveforms at the

same three center frequencies for an anechoic (left panel) or

reverberant (right panel) speech-shaped sine-phase complex.

The masker envelopes are more strongly modulated than

those of the random-phase complex, and the difference

grows larger with increasing center frequency. In addition,

listeners could benefit from the nonlinear amplification of

the BM which amplifies the target signal at dips in these

highly modulated envelopes, resulting in a better audibility

of the signal than if compression had not occurred (Kohl-

rausch and Sander, 1995; Carlyon and Datta, 1997a;

Summers and Leek, 1998). However, reverberation reduces

dips in the masker envelopes (right panel of Fig. 7), so listen-

ers would face a serious challenge with any type of reverber-

ant maskers if they relied on dip-listening facilitated by BM

compression. Using a speech-shaped sine-phase harmonic

masker, experiment 2 replicated the design of experiment 1

to determine whether dip-listening could at least partly

explained the benefit of masker’s harmonicity in F0-

segregation. If so, one would expect the differences between

SRTs for modulated and unmodulated F0s and for anechoic

and reverberant rooms to be larger with sine-phase maskers

than they were with random-phase maskers.

B. Results

Figure 8 presents the mean SRTs measured in experi-

ment 2. A repeated-measures analysis of variance with four

within-subject factors (target modulation�masker modula-

tion � target room�masker room) was conducted in order

to determine the influence of each factor on SRT. There was

no main effect of the target modulation [F(1,15)¼ 0.2,

p> 0.05]. There was a main effect of the masker modula-

tion: mean SRTs were lower when the masker was monoton-

ized rather than modulated [F(1,15)¼ 104.5, p< 0.0001].

There was a main effect of the target room: mean SRTs were

lower when the target was anechoic than reverberant

[F(1,15)¼ 57.4, p< 0.0001]. There was also a main effect of

the masker room: mean SRTs were also lower when the

masker was anechoic than reverberant [F(1,15)¼ 36.5,

p< 0.0001]. Mean SRTs were averaged across target room

FIG. 6. Outputs of simulated auditory filters centered at 2 (top), 4 (middle) and 6 (bottom) kHz for the anechoic (left) and reverberant (right) monotonized

random-phase buzz masker used in experiment 1. Amplitude is in arbitrary units, with equal scale for all signals.
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and modulation (triangles of Fig. 3) and across masker room

and modulation (triangles of Fig. 4) as a direct test of the

predictions of harmonic cancellation and enhancement. The

masker room and masker modulation interacted strongly

[F(1,15)¼ 262.3, p< 0.0001]. The target room and target

modulation interacted slightly [F(1,15)¼ 6.3, p< 0.05]. Tar-

get modulation and masker modulation also showed a mod-

est interaction [F(1,15)¼ 12.9, p< 0.01], illustrated in Fig. 5

(triangles). No other interaction was significant.

C. Discussion

1. Harmonic cancellation

In essence, the results were similar to those observed in

experiment 1. In Fig. 3 (triangles), mean SRTs were the low-

est for the monotonized masker, increased by 1 or 2 dB for

an anechoic F0-modulated masker and increased by 6 dB for

a reverberant F0-modulated masker. These results were

again fully accounted for by the harmonic cancellation

theory. In Fig. 4 (triangles), the data were contrary to the

predictions of harmonic enhancement: SRTs were lower for

an F0-modulated reverberant target than for a monotonized

reverberant target. The meaning of this interaction as well as

the interaction between F0 modulations of both sources

remains unclear. In any case, those interactions were of

small magnitude.

2. No role for dip-listening

Had dip-listening been involved in F0-segregation, one

might have expected this mechanism to be seriously disrupted

with a reverberant monotonized masker. In the right panels of

Fig. 7, the phase randomizing effect of reverberation had

FIG. 7. Same as Fig. 6 but for a sine-phase buzz masker.

FIG. 8. Same as Fig. 2 but for a sine-phase buzz

masker.
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largely eliminated the dips in the masker envelopes at all cen-

ter frequencies. Despite the flattening of the masker enve-

lopes, SRT was lower when the monotonized buzz was

reverberant than when it was anechoic. Therefore, the benefit

of masker’s harmonicity appeared to be independent of the

listeners’ ability to glimpse information about the target voice

at dips in the period of the sine-phase buzz masker.

In order to further examine the effect of masker partials

phase, a mixed factor analysis of variance with five factors

(four within-subject factors as described in each experiment

and one between-subject factor, the masker partials phase)

was conducted. As expected, there were three main effects:

masker modulation [F(1,30)¼ 253.4, p< 0.0001], target room

[F(1,30)¼ 147.9, p< 0.0001] and masker room [F(1,30)

¼ 62.5, p< 0.0001]. Target modulation and masker modula-

tion interacted [F(1,30)¼ 25.2, p< 0.0001] and masker

modulation and masker room interacted [F(1,30)¼ 206.3,

p< 0.0001]. The masker partials phase only interacted with

the two-way interaction of masker modulation and masker

room [F(1,30)¼ 4.4, p¼ 0.045] as illustrated in Fig. 3.

Among the four SRTs observed with a sine-phase masker,

three of them were slightly shifted upward compared to the re-

spective SRTs for a random-phase masker. So the meaning of

this weak interaction seems to be that the detrimental effect of

F0 modulation alone (i.e., in anechoic conditions) was smaller

with a sine-phase masker than with a random-phase masker.

This interaction was small compared to the main effects and

did not support the major prediction of a role for dip-listening,

that SRT for the anechoic monotonized masker would be

lower when the masker had sine-phase partials than when it

had random-phase partials and that the addition of reverbera-

tion would destroy that advantage.

V. GENERAL DISCUSSION

A. Contributions to the DF0 effect

Throughout the literature on DF0 effects, several under-

lying mechanisms have been proposed. With vowels as ex-

perimental stimuli, the effect occurs for very small values of

DF0 (Scheffers, 1983). As a consequence, it is difficult to

disentangle the relative contribution of harmonicity based

mechanisms from that of the beating of close competing par-

tials (Assmann and Summerfield, 1994; Culling and Darwin,

1994; de Cheveigné, 1999). With speech as experimental

stimuli, the beating of competing partials is unlikely to play

a role because the amplitude of the speech partials is con-

stantly fluctuating. As a consequence, even when the target

and masker were both monotonized, so that competing parti-

als fall very close to each other along the BM (for instance,

the eighth partial of the target’s F0 and the ninth partial of

the masker’s F0), the resultant beating would be masked by

the intrinsic modulations of speech. Note that this very-low-

frequency beating produced by competing partials close in

frequency is different from the beating produced by unre-

solved partials of the same complex and which was the

object of the comparison between the two experiments (dis-

cussed further in Sec. V B).

On the other hand, with speech as experimental stimuli,

the possible intrusion of informational masking makes it

difficult to disentangle the relative contribution of harmonic-

ity based mechanisms from that of streaming by F0 (Darwin

et al., 2003). The present study focused on the release from

energetic masking provided by a DF0 between two compet-

ing harmonic sources. So the stimuli were chosen to avoid a

role for attention and all possible cues of auditory grouping.

The buzz maskers did not sound like speech at all. Although

they had the same long-term excitation pattern as the speech

stimuli, listeners were not confused as to which stimulus

they ought to attend to. So it is very unlikely that informa-

tional masking was involved in the present segregation task

and therefore unlikely that F0 was used as a perceptual

grouping cue. Had streaming by F0 played a role, one might

have expected speech and buzz to be most confusing to lis-

teners when their F0s overlapped. However, Fig. 5 showed

that the mean SRT for the condition where target and masker

were both F0-modulated was lower than the mean SRT for

the condition where only the masker was F0-modulated. So

there was no indication in the data supporting the idea that

streaming by F0 played any role.

Culling et al. (2003) attempted to extend to running

speech the results observed with double-vowels by Culling

et al. (1994). A masking talker differed from a target talker

by about ten-semitones DF0 and a 15% shorter vocal tract,

i.e., feminizing the masking voice. In their experiment 1,

naturally intonated speech was more affected by reverbera-

tion than was monotonized speech. Two possible interpreta-

tions could explain such a result. First, reverberation might

have affected F0-segregation by disrupting the harmonic

structure of speech. The present results are in line with such

an interpretation as cancellation of an F0-modulated masker

is particularly difficult in reverberation. Second, reverbera-

tion might have affected processing of prosody, which

monotonized speech lacks. The present results found strong

impairments, despite the fact that both F0 manipulations

removed meaningful prosody. In a second experiment, Cull-

ing et al. (2003) attempted to disentangle those two interpre-

tations, by creating a third type of speech stimulus, in which

the F0 pattern was inverted from the natural intonation. Such

F0-inverted speech had as much variation of F0 as intonated

speech, but was not expected to contribute to speech intelli-

gibility. Their results showed that intonated speech was

about equally affected by reverberation as F0-inverted

speech and more affected than monotonized speech. There-

fore both studies suggest that the detrimental effect of rever-

beration on intonated speech is related to disruption of

harmonicity (particularly that of the masking voice) rather

than disruption of prosody. Note that reverberation might

potentially affect streaming by F0, but this ability occurs

when competing voices compete for attention, a situation

that the present experiments were designed to avoid.

Thus, the present results confirmed that in regard to

energetic masking, a mechanism based on harmonicity of

the masker is used to segregate a voice from speech-like har-

monic maskers. We cannot be sure that harmonic enhance-

ment does not play a role at higher TMRs. However, one

may question how useful such a mechanism would be, since

the target is very intelligible at positive TMRs. The auditory

system is only challenged at negative TMRs. The present
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data support the idea that when attempting to understand a

voice at adverse TMRs of about �8 to �10 dB, listeners rely

more on internally cancelling the harmonic structure of the

maskers than internally enhancing the harmonic structure of

a low-level voice.

B. Harmonicity versus phase effects

Detection of a pure tone in the presence of a harmonic

complex masker is lower for masker partial phases giving a

highly modulated waveform than for phases giving a less

modulated waveform (Kohlrausch and Sander, 1995; Carlyon

and Datta, 1997a; Summers and Leek, 1998). Furthermore,

these phase effects in masking are strongly dependent on the

masker level (Carlyon and Datta, 1997b; Summers and Leek,

1998). These results led to the idea that fast-acting compres-

sion of the BM could enhance the internal representation of a

signal at dips within a masker period, thereby accounting for

the poor masking ability of complexes with deep envelope

modulations across auditory filters.

In an inharmonic complex, in which partial frequencies

are jittered from their harmonic positions, envelopes are

weakly modulated even within individual filters passing

many partials, because partials beat at different rates than

F0. Thus, one interpretation of the poor masking ability of

harmonic complexes compared to inharmonic complexes

might be that the BM amplifies greatly a target signal at dips

in the deep envelope modulations of harmonic maskers but

cannot enhance the representation of the same signal when

masked by inharmonic maskers because their envelope mod-

ulations fluctuate less.

The present results do not support this interpretation for

two reasons. First, the masker partial phases, random phase in

experiment 1 or sine phase in experiment 2, did not materi-

ally influence the results, despite the fact that envelopes were

more modulated with sine-phase than with random-phase

buzz maskers (left panels of Figs. 6 and 7). Second, the

phase-randomizing effect of reverberation, which eliminated

dips in the masker envelopes across auditory filters, did not

result in elevated SRTs as long as the masker remained

monotonized. In conclusion, the present results showed not

only that F0-segregation relies upon the masker’s harmonic-

ity but also that it is independent of the depth of masker enve-

lope modulations across auditory filters. In other words, it is

unlikely that a form of “listening in the dips” enhanced by

the fast-acting compression of the BM could account for the

poor masking ability of harmonic complexes observed here.

The fact that F0-segregation is not influenced greatly by

the depth of within-channel envelope modulation suggests

instead that F0-segregation is dominated by low-order har-

monics. Culling and Darwin (1993) were interested in dis-

covering which frequency region underlies the DF0 benefit.

They synthesized vowels with an F0 in the region of the first

formant peak, which was different from the F0 in the region

of higher formant peaks. A DF0 in the first formant region

largely accounted for the benefit. Bird and Darwin (1998)

extended the results of Culling and Darwin (1993): they

resynthesized speech sentences that were filtered into differ-

ent bands above and below 800 Hz. Again, a DF0 in the fre-

quency region below 800 Hz was necessary for the effect to

occur. Interestingly, the auditory system is poorly sensitive

to the phase of resolved harmonics (Moore and Glasberg,

1989) and autocorrelation of a pure tone disregards its start-

ing phase. So it seems plausible that F0-segregation relies on

the within-channel autocorrelation of resolved harmonics to

extract the masker’s periodicity. Such a mechanism would

not only be insensitive to masker partial phase but also ro-

bust to the phase-jumbling effect of reverberation, as long as

F0 remains steady. Indeed, the addition of two sinusoids at

the same frequency but with different starting phases is just

another sinusoid at that frequency. So, autocorrelation is ro-

bust to reverberation applied on resolved harmonics. In con-

trast, when F0 varies, autocorrelation would suffer from the

multiplicity of periodicities within a channel.

VI. SUMMARY

The present experiments tested the theories of harmonic

enhancement and cancellation as accounts for the beneficial

effect of a two-semitones DF0 between speech and harmonic

maskers. Harmonicity of the competing sources was dis-

rupted by processes that could occur in realistic environ-

ments: F0 modulation and reverberation. The combination of

these two factors resulted in large impairments when applied

to the masker, but not when applied to the target. Thus, the

DF0 effect seemed strongly dependent on the masker’s har-

monicity, not that of the target.

Interestingly, the masker partial phases, sine phase or

random phase, did not influence the results. Moreover, no

impairment was observed for a reverberant masker as long as

it remained monotonized, while the phase randomizing effect

of reverberation flattened the masker envelope modulations.

Thus, the results did not support the notion that the benefit of

masker’s harmoncity could be accounted for by a form of

“listening in the dips” of a modulated masker waveform.

The results are currently best explained by the mecha-

nism of harmonic cancellation. When the masker is based on

a different F0 than that of the target, here two semitones

apart, listeners appear to internally suppress the masker har-

monic structure and detect the target signal in the residue

from this cancellation. When the harmonic structure of the

masker is disrupted, it is not cancelled as effectively as a

purely harmonic waveform and consequently masks the tar-

get speech more effectively.
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APPENDIX

All source sentences (originally recorded by the MIT

talker) were at the same rms level. The F0 manipulations,

performed by the PRAAT PSOLA speech analysis and resyn-

thesis package, introduced small variations in rms level.

Table I shows these variations for different values of mean
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F0: the higher the F0, the higher the rms level. In contrast,

variations of the width of F0 modulation had no effect. To

eliminate the small rms level difference that would occur

between the complex maskers (110-Hz F0) and the target

sentences (123.5-Hz F0), an initial rms equalization was per-

formed by multiplying the signal amplitude by a correcting

factor.

A further change in rms level was produced by the

acoustic response of the reverberant room which amplified

some frequencies and not others, producing a spectral colo-

ration plotted on the top panel of Fig. 9. The middle and

high frequency regions of the spectrum were affected by this

spectral coloration. Since this frequency range contributes to

speech intelligibility, it was necessary to equalize the spec-

tra. We used a filter that compensated for the coloration pro-

duced by the reverberant room. The coloration being slightly

different for left and right ears, we used two compensating

filters, one for each ear. The excitation patterns of both the

anechoic and reverberant sentences were used to create this

compensating filter. We used the MATLAB-function FIR2 to

design a finite impulse response (FIR) filter with 5000 coeffi-

cients, whose frequency response was the difference

between the excitation patterns of the reverberant sentence

and that of the respective anechoic sentence. We then

applied this filter to the reverberant sentence and compen-

sated the delay induced by convolution with the filter. The

result of this equalization is illustrated in the bottom panel of

Fig. 9 in which the final excitation patterns of anechoic and

reverberant sentences are overlaid.
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